
Down Under Wrap for week ending July 13, 2012 

By Leith van Onselen 

In this week’s wrap: 

1)       Australian housing affordability worse than officially claimed. 
2)       Australia’s housing shortage magically turns into a surplus. 
3)       Mainstream media turns on Melbourne housing market. 
4)       Queensland and Victoria post worst June mortgage demand 

and home sales on record as housing finance commitments 
fall nationally. 

5)       Property industry gives up on 2012, expecting further price 
falls. 

6)       Economy officially loses -27,500 jobs in May as OECD warns 
on unemployment risk to house prices. 

7)       Andy Xie skewers China and Australia’s Spanish-like 
economy. 

8)       Job ads continue to fall, but consumer confidence climbs off 
the canvas. 

  

1) Housing affordability worse than officially claimed: 

For years, the Reserve Bank of Australia (RBA) has maintained that 
Australian home values are not severely overvalued, producing charts like 
the one below showing that capital city home prices are only around 4.5 
times annual household disposable incomes or around 3.8 times incomes 
at the national level. 



 

Senior RBA officials have quoted this ratio in a number of fora. For 
example, in March 2011, the RBA Governor, Glenn Stevens, made 
thefollowing remarks at a question and answer session at the Australian 
Business in Europe lunch in London: 

“There is quite often quoted very high ratios of price to income for 
Australia, but I think if you get the broadest measures country-wide 
prices and country-wide measure of income, the ratio is about four 
and half and it has not moved much either way for ten years…. That 
is higher than it used to be but it is actually not exceptional by global 
standards.” 

Given that average home prices nationally are around $430,000 currently, 
the RBA’s calculation suggests that average household disposable income 
(i.e. after taxes) is around $110,000 – a ridiculous notion given: 

1.       The ABS 2009-10 Household Income and Income Distribution Survey 
showed that the average after-tax household disposable income 
was only $74,360; 

2.       The 2009 Household, Income and Labour Dynamics (HILDA) Survey 
estimated that an Australian household only needed to earn over 
$77,500 after-tax to be classified in the top two income quintiles 
(i.e. the top 40 per cent of income earners); 

3.       Individual average annual earnings (pre-tax) were only $54,600 as at 
March 2012; and 



4.       The ATO Taxation Statistics showed that individual average (pre-
tax) taxable income was only $66,500 in the 2009-10 financial 
year. 

Whichever way the data is cut, the RBA’s suggestion that average 
household income is $110,000 is very inflated, which throws its argument 
that Australian home values are not “exceptional” into doubt. 

This week, housing data provider, RP Data, published research confirming 
that the RBA’s dwelling price-to-income ratio is significantly understated. 
Using household income figures derived from the 2011 Census, RP Data 
estimated that the national median capital city dwelling price to median 
household income was 6.3 times in 2011, some 40% above that estimated 
by the RBA (see below table). 

 

  

  

2)  Australia’s housing shortage magically turns into a surplus: 

As noted in our June 22 Wrap, the myth of Australia’s so-called ‘chronic 
housing shortage’ was also exposed by the 2011 Census, which revealed 
that the number of households in Australia in 2011 was around 900,000 
less than assumed by the National Housing Supply Council (NHSC) in its 
official estimate of Australia’s housing shortage. 

The revelation that the number of Australian households in 2011 was far 
less than previously estimated was brushed aside by the ANZ property 
Research team, which has for years used Australia’s ‘chronic housing 
shortage’ to argue that Australian housing is not a bubble and that home 



prices would not fall. According to the ANZ, the overestimation of the 
number of households by the NHSC is not material and Australia’s housing 
shortage is as pervasive as ever at some 250,000 dwellings nationally (see 
below chart). 

 

To highlight the ridiculousness of the ANZ’s claims, they also estimate that 
Victoria – where both housing construction and the number of homes for 
sale have exploded - is facing a housing shortage of around 30,000 
homes, which is expected to grow to around 45,000 homes by 2013 (see 
below chart). 



 

Thankfully, common sense prevails at Morgan Stanley, which claims that 
the NHSC’s estimated undersupply of 228,000 homes had, after adjusting 
for the 2011 Census results, suddenly morphed into an oversupply of 
341,000 homes. While Morgan Stanley concedes that its analysis is 
“simplistic”, it does “…reinforce how the figures and calculations of 
under/over-supply are easily manipulated and subject to a fair degree of 
statistical error”, and that “it remains a flawed approach either way.” 

Morgan Stanley then hits the nail on the head with the conclusion that 
Australia’s perceived housing shortage will not act to keep home values 
inflated. Rather, it is household’s willingness and ability to leverage into 
housing that is the key driver of house prices: 

“Clearly prices, affordability, and the willingness of households to 
leverage up is a bigger driver of actual demand, as opposed to 
construction not necessarily keeping pace with population growth 
(and changing household sizes)... Households and individuals adapt 
their living patterns to fit the realities of their financial position; 
therefore we don’t believe the argument that an undersupply will 
provide support for housing volumes or prices.” 

Ultimately, the number of homes for sale nationally remains highly 
elevated, tracking at levels roughly 50% above ‘normal’ levels and twice 
the level experienced in early 2007 (see next chart). This massive 
overhang of homes for sale will likely continue to place heavy downward 
pressure on home prices irrespective of the rate of new home construction. 



 

  

  

  

3)  Mainstream media turns on Melbourne housing market: 

In last week’s Wrap, we noted that Melbourne’s ‘for sale’ listings had hit an 
all-time high and how building approvals continue to boom, suggesting that 
Melbourne’s supply glut is set to worsen. 

The explosion of ‘for sale’ listings was confirmed this week by a separate 
data provider, RP Data, which revealed that listings in Melbourne had 
increased by nearly one-third in the year to July 2012 (see below chart). 

 

Last weekend, one of Australia’s largest newspapers, Fairfax (owner of 



The Age, The SMH, The Brisbane Times, etc.) ran a series of articles (here 
and here) providing dire warnings about the supply glut developing in 
Melbourne, and the downside risks to house prices. The articles garnered 
a lot of media attention, prompting a series of segments on talkback radio 
where so‑called ‘industry experts’ and planning officials were interviewed 
to discuss the escalating oversupply and housing downturn, and a large 
number of callers voiced their concerns. 

Some highlights from the newspaper articles are provided below. 

First, the problem of the building oversupply on Melbourne’s fringe is 
quantified: 

MELBOURNE’S urban fringe has been swamped with 35,000 unsold 
homes, prompting warnings the glut could trigger a further slump in 
property values, and fuelling criticism of the Baillieu government’s 
”crazy” decision to expand the city’s boundary… 

Of the record 55,290 unsold homes in Melbourne in June – the 
highest number of any capital city in Australia – most were 
concentrated in about 50 suburbs on Melbourne’s periphery, where 
more than 60 per cent of all unsold homes in Victoria are located, 
according to data from SQM Research. 

 



As demand has fallen over the past year, the number of outer 
suburban homes with ”For Sale” signs has jumped by almost 40 per 
cent… 

”We’re just not seeing any end in sight to this glut of new supply 
coming into the market,” said SQM Research managing director 
Louis Christopher. ”It seems obvious there is only one direction for 
prices. That’s a frightening possibility if you’re a property owner”… 

”It’s like a ghost town in the new developments. Nothing has moved 
for the past three, four, five, six months,” said Hocking Stuart agent 
John Halkidis, who works in northern suburbs including Bundoora 
and Epping. 

The tough market conditions are expected to deteriorate even 
further, with research showing developers are poised to release 
another 75,000 new home sites at 126 existing housing estates in 
the city’s growth areas. 

”In good times, that would be equivalent to a five-year supply. Right 
now, it’s more like a nine-year supply,” said Robert Papaleo, 
research director for property analysts Charter Keck Cramer… 

And the second article articulates the financial pressures building on 
Melbourne’s fringe: 

MANY people who bought houses on Melbourne's fringes in recent 
years could be facing financial ruin after a slump in prices has left 
them owing more to the bank than their homes are worth, experts 
have warned… 

New figures from Commonwealth Bank show the annual average 
pace of housing appreciation in Australia has been 1.8 per cent 
since the financial crisis, substantially below the 8 per cent average 
over the prior 20 years. It warned that a lower pace of appreciation 
was the ''new normal''. 

''There is a risk that some purchase decisions that were made on the 
expectation of higher long-run average growth rates may have to be 
reassessed,'' it said. 

Property analyst Mark Armstrong predicted appreciation would be 
slowest for home owners in outer suburbs, who could see negative 
to zero growth in values for as many as 20 years. 



''It's the perfect storm of conspiring factors,'' the director of iProperty 
Plan said. ''The average plot of land in the outer suburbs is [worth] 
half what it is in the middle suburbs and it is the land that 
appreciates, albeit slowly on the fringe. The houses they are building 
actually depreciate. 

''On top of that, the quality of construction is often cheap. So that's 
what's behind the negative equity.'' 

Kevin Bailey, principal at Shadforth Financial Group, said his 
warnings three years ago of a ''homegrown subprime crisis'', created 
in part by inflationary first home buyer incentives, are now playing 
out. He said the schemes enticed mostly young people, without 
savings, to borrow heavily and pay a premium for low quality 
housing in poorly serviced locations. 

''Lots of baby boomer parents who have made money out of property 
gave sage advice to children to pour their money into bricks and 
mortar because prices double every seven to 10 years,'' he said. 

''Young people who were sold that lie will find it very difficult to 
escape and it's a tragedy.'' 

Despite the stockpile of a record 55,290 unsold homes in Melbourne 
in June, many developers are still offering 100 per cent finance, with 
no deposit to buyers. 

Finance company the Dream Deposit is also offering a $5000 
furniture package incentive for low-doc loans. 

It appears that the warnings about the dire state of Melbourne’s housing 
market voiced on these pages have finally gone mainstream. Even the 
most avid property enthusiasts are now voicing concern about Melbourne’s 
housing market, predicting ongoing price falls. 

  

  

4)  Victoria and Queensland post worst June mortgage demand and 
home sales on record as housing finance commitments fall 
nationally: 

Two weeks ago, the RBA released the private sector credit aggregates, 



which revealed that housing credit growth in the month of May was the 
equal second lowest in the series’ 35-year history and that annual housing 
credit growth had hit all-time lows (see June 29 Wrap). 

The contracting rate of mortgage demand was confirmed this week by data 
released by the Victorian and Queensland state governments for the 
month of June. 

Both states registered the lowest number of June mortgage lodgements 
and transfers (sales) in the series’ history. 

On a rolling annual basis, mortgage demand and transfers in both states 
are hovering at or near decade lows (see below charts). 

 



 

 

Moreover, in Victoria, where data on mortgage lodgements (new 
mortgages) and mortgage discharges (mortgages repaid in-full) is 
provided, the annual number of mortgages discharged (191,577) exceeded 
the number of mortgage lodgements (190,088), meaning that -1,489 
mortgages were lost in the State of Victoria in the 12-months to June. This 
compares to the average of around 13,500 annual net mortgage creations 
since the series began in 2002 (see below chart). 



 

The decline in mortgage demand in Victoria and Queensland was also 
confirmed at the national level, with Housing Finance data released this 
week by the ABS revealing that the number of owner-occupier housing 
finance commitments in the month of May fell by -0.8% and remains near 
decade lows (see below chart). 

 

And the value of investor finance declined -5% over the month and 
remains subdued (see below chart). 



 

Clearly, the above releases confirm that the -1.25% of official interest rate 
cuts since November 2012 have had little, if any, impact on mortgage 
demand, which suggests that Australian home prices will remain in a 
downtrend. 

  

  

  

5)  Property industry gives up on 2012, expecting further price falls: 

The National Australia Bank (NAB) this week released its quarterly 
residential property survey, which painted a worsening picture of the 
Australian housing market. 

According to NAB, Australian house prices fell 2% in the June quarter with 
more falls expected in the coming year, especially in the most populous 
states of New South Wales and Victoria. 

NSW and Victoria also posted the steepest declines in house prices in the 
June quarter, registering -2.3% and -2.9% falls respectively. By contrast, 
the resource rich states held up better, with Western Australia's house 
prices falling by only -0.6% and Queensland's falling -1.7%. 

House price expectations also worsened over the June quarter, with the 
300 real estate professionals surveyed expecting home prices to fall by -
0.7% over the next 12-months, driven by falls in Victoria and New South 



Wales (see below chart). 

 

The property industry has also become particularly concerned about 
Australia’s employment situation, noting that it is now the biggest risk to 
house prices, especially in Victoria and Queensland (see below chart). 

 

  

  

  



6)  Economy officially loses 27,500 jobs in May as OECD warns on 
unemployment risk to house prices: 

Last week, we noted how the unofficial Roy Morgan Research 
unemployment rate surged in June, rising 1.5% over the month, and noted 
that we believed that it was only a matter of time before the official 
unemployment rate rose to reflect the broad-based weakness in the non-
mining economy. 

Our expectation was partially met this week by the release of official labour 
force data by the ABS, which revealed that the Australian economy lost a 
seasonally adjusted -27,500 jobs in the month of June,-35,500 of which 
were full-time. 

However, because the labour force participation rate fell by -0.3%, the 
unemployment rate  rose only 0.1% to 5.2%, instead of to 5.5% had the 
participation rate remained steady (see below chart). The participation rate 
is also -0.8% lower than in November 2010, when the economy was 
gathering pace courtesy of the fiscal stimulus. 

 

Overall jobs growth in Australia has flat lined for 18 months (see below 
chart). 



 

The economy has also generated only 250,000 full-time jobs (+3.2%) since 
the onset of the Global Financial Crisis in September 2008, with most of 
the employment gains coming in the form of part-time employment 
(+342,000 or +11%). 

Another big negative is the ongoing reduction in aggregate hours worked, 
which have been falling everywhere except Western Australia (see below 
chart). 

 

The divergence between Western Australia’s labour market and the other 



states is also clearly evident in the headline unemployment rates (see 
below chart). 

 

Outside of Western Australia, therefore, the overall trend in the Australian 
labour market appears weak, as evident by: 

1.       falling full-time employment; 
2.       an overall contraction in total employment; 
3.        a contracting labour force due to a falling participation rate (which 

suggests rising hidden unemployment); and 
4.       a reduction in overall working hours. 

In its 2012 Employment Outlook, the OECD noted that Australia’s 
unemployment rate is well below “the major developed countries”, but 
offered the following warning: 

“Nevertheless, underemployment continues to be a significant 
problem … More than 12% of the labour force are now either 
unemployed or working part-time and would like to work longer 
hours, an increase of two percentage points since 2007. At 7.2% in 
the fourth quarter of 2011, Australia’s rate of underemployment is 
much higher than the OECD average of 5.0%, so that total labour 
underutilisation in Australiais close to the OECD average, despite 
much lower unemployment.” 

Moreover, OECD deputy director, Adrian Blundell-Wignall, has warned that 



Australia is vulnerable to a rise in unemployment and further fall in house 
prices if Europe doesn’t fix its banks and China maintains an artificially low 
currency: 

“The world is so globalised and interconnected that if it goes down, 
things will get much worse for Australia,” Dr Blundell-Wignall said on 
the sidelines of The Economist magazine’s The Bellwether Series 
conference in Sydney. 

“The biggest problem for Australia that worries me personally is 
house prices. 

“The first time unemployment starts to rise, house prices are going 
to be falling.” 

  

  

7)  Andy Xie skewers China and Australia’s Spanish-like economy: 

In our recent Special Report, Australia’s China Conundrum, we explained 
in detail how Australia’s economy and housing markets are highly exposed 
to a slowing Chinese economy and reduced commodity demand. 

This week, independent China-based economist, Andy Xie, penned two 
separate articles that summarize brilliantly the precarious situation 
facingAustralia. 

In the first article, Xie exposes the myth of the Chinese economic miracle, 
which he suggests is falling apart at the seams:   

The current situation is dire. Many local governments cannot pay 
their bills. Numerous cranes stand still amid half-completed property 
projects. Half-shut factories are visible everywhere. Steel and coal 
prices have dropped by one-fifth in six months. Local governments 
are squeezing businesses, even asking for tax prepayments, to 
meet their revenue targets. 

But the official data still shows good growth in gross domestic 
product. Many businessmen have told me that their governments 
ask them to misreport data, including electricity consumption, to hide 
the depth of the slump. Few numbers are trustworthy... 



The main cause is the bursting of a speculative bubble that centres 
on property. China's property bubble went nationwide in 2006. The 
twin shocks of the stock market bubble bursting in 2007, followed by 
the global financial crisis, hit property hard. Beijing then instituted a 
credit expansion that revived the bubble. It convinced speculators 
the government had the ability to revive the bubble at any time, so 
many doubled down and borrowed massively. 

The bubble has engulfed all financial activities since, not just the 
banking system. Equipment and materials suppliers and 
construction contractors have become financing channels for local 
governments and property developers. Trust companies issued 
trillions more in loans that were used by property developers or local 
governments. There is a massive underground loan-shark industry 
at the bottom of the risk curve that is now bursting everywhere. 

Private equity funds are the latest to become a huge bubble. As 
overcapacity and surging input prices keep returns on capital low in 
the real economy, they have joined asset speculation directly or 
indirectly to stay in business. 

The whole value chain in finance ultimately depends on land 
appreciation to survive. There is no return in the real economy to 
support such a vast and speculative financial sector. But, the land 
market has collapsed. In the first half of the year, Beijing and 
Shanghai saw their land sales revenue drop by about 60per cent, 
with such revenue down in Hangzhou and Wenzhou by 72per cent 
and 84per cent respectively… 

Yet, local governments want to build more housing to get more 
revenue from land sales. China's property bubble is really to feed the 
government's spending appetite… 

There have been recent attempts to revive property speculation, 
mostly by spreading misinformation. An industry has risen to help 
circumvent the restrictions on repeat buying. Unfortunately, there is 
not enough money to revive the bubble… China cannot muddle 
through this time… 

Xie then turns his sights on Australia, which he claims is at risk of 
becoming the next Spain due to its over-reliance on commodity demand 
fromChina: 

“In Spain it was government bonds that attracted foreign money. 



Foreigners flooded Spanish bonds because they had high interest 
rates and were very attractive. That foreign money pumped up a 
property bubble,” Xie told CNBC Asia's "Cash Flow". 

In the case of Australia, investors have been rushing to invest in the 
mining sector. Xie believes the bursting of Australia’s mining boom 
could unwind that flow of money with disastrous consequences. 

To top it off, house prices in some Australian cities have grown close 
to 10 percent annually in the past decade, leading to a wave of 
borrowing against home valuations. Household debt in the country 
has been around 150 percent of disposable income since 2006. 

As China’s demand for resources declines, Xie says that could have 
a knock-on effect on the property market. 

“As global commodity prices come down, mining will decline and the 
property bubble will burst,” he said, adding that a property crash will 
take down the county’s banking system as well. 

Xie sees a distinct parallel with Spain, whose economic crisis was 
triggered by a collapse of its overheated housing market, leaving 
domestic banks with billions of bad loans… 

“During the (property) bubble, the Spanish government (also) ran 
surpluses. The economy was very strong but it (started) losing 
competitiveness and that’s what we’re seeing in Australia today.” 

We couldn’t agree more. As we noted in last week’s Wrap, Australia’s 
economy looks superficially sound, thanks to near record high commodity 
prices. 

However, eventually commodity prices will decline or even collapse as 
they always have, leading to a flood of capital leaving Australia, cancelled 
mining projects, losses in disposable incomes and jobs as well as 
deteriorating government finances, a liquidity freeze on Australia’s banks 
(and an associated credit crunch), a deep recession, and a sharp house 
price correction. 

It’s only a matter of when, not if. 

  

  



8)  Job ads continue to fall, but consumer confidence climbs off the 
canvas: 

Finally, two other releases over the past week paint a mixed picture of the 
economy. 

First, ANZ jobs ads for July, which measures the number of new jobs 
advertised each month, fell 1.2% after a bigger fall the month before. The 
index is in a down trend and approaching the lows of late last year 
associated with rising unemployment (see below chart). 

 

Second, Westpac's consumer confidence release for July registered a 
decent rise of 3.7%, although at 99.1 it remains in negative territory, since 
100 is considered neutral, and is well down historically (see below chart). 

 

Reflecting Australia’s two-speed economy, the confidence index stands at 
116.1 in Western Australia, but just 95.9 in NSW, the next most confident 



state. 
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